Chapter 3.
Life as Diaspora.
Two year long project and a month in Kazakhstan.

In 2011, I received an email from Alexander Ugay, a fourth generation KoreanKazakh artist, who became my friend at an artist residency. The email was a proposal
for a project on the Korean Diaspora. It was the tenth year since I had returned to
Korea; and a few weeks before I heard from him, I had written the word “diaspora”
on the notepad in my computer. I thought it might be a sign.
We discussed the micro and macro perspectives, statistics and existing research data,
and six months later, we reset the foundational concept to the “future.”
Let’s keep on talking about the past. Nonetheless, let’s acknowledge that the future is

We met again in the summer of 2012. Of a month, we spent ten days in Ushtobe,

debate on the topic of modernity and memory.

catalogue. We called this process a starting point. There are still many more stories.
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Ushtobe Railway
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The Future is Coming

0. The Beginning 2011. 11.
We wanted to connect the stories of the Korean Diaspora to the future rather than
staying in the past.

1. The Future?
However, the future was blocked.
I grew up in a world full of ad campaigns such as “Just do it!” and “Now is the time”
repeatedly telling me to “do the best today,” and one of the gurus who teaches people
to train the mind and body always said in his wise words, “There is no tomorrow, you
must live today.” In a world stressing the importance of today, the future was abstract
and as someone has said, it might be a “fake” term; it is a vague concept that cannot
even predict the weather or plans for tomorrow.

2. Almaty
Almaty is the former capital and the busiest city in Kazakhstan.
In a rich neighborhood on top of a hill, I could see the horizon when the sun was
setting. During the whole summer, the sunsets in Almaty colored the sky beautifully,
and it reminded me of the sunsets in Los Angeles. Maybe it’s because of the smog in
the city.
{2012. 7. 19.
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3. Oh there, Ushtobe!

future generations. Maybe we will have more of a will to make a bigger and better
world in the future when we are in despair than when we are in prosperity.
The Korean-Kazakhs remember the heritages of their family names. The roots were
carried on here. An old lady, who was deported at the age of one, says she didn’t
know that their lives could be history. I thought they are history and heroes.
the stories of their great grandparents.
The land and the traces are left behind. The whole scene is poignant and yet
nostalgic as if it is a part of a dream turned into reality.
And, what now? What do they dream of again for the future? What do their
grandchildren dream of, and where?
I’m not sure where they are turning their visions now. They don’t come back to the
‘motherland’ anymore. In Korea, America, Japan, China, or in Europe, they just hope
for a new life.
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Untitled, 2012, pen on paper, 21 x 14.8 cm
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Korean Diaspora Ensemble “Achimnoyl” in Ushtobe, Kazakhstan.
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4. Kazakhstan
Korea seems more futuristic in appearance than Kazakhstan today.
But the harmony of different races and ethnic minorities in Kazakhstan suggests a
more humane and advanced form of culture.
The reason that we started this research project of the Korean Diaspora might be
also driven by an obsession with bloodlines. In the many uncertainties about the
some answers.
Other than those very few people who are free spirited and able to move around
freely, the majority of populations migrate due to inescapable forces such as
economic or political reasons rather than chosen preferences.
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Let’s think about it once more: About the future of ourselves and the people of the
Korean Diaspora. Since no one knows where the wind blows from or where it is
going, we can put our heads in different places and our thoughts cross with those of
others.
The dreams of Utopia and of making personal wishes can be put away for a while.
Let us think for a moment about the validity and possibility of making a plan in a
Still before that, let’s talk about the possible conditions of a life in the near future in
which we can be in harmonious groups, not separated into different ethnicities.
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5. Before the Exhibition

wandering ghost in Gogol’s short story, “The Overcoat,” the conditions given by our
as a country where you can earn a lot of money like Japan or the United States and
they call it a western country.
Sasha couldn’t complete his research of a statistic survey of generational changes
in occupations. Many young Korean-Kazakh people he approached were not
comfortable answering his questions. We were a little puzzled since we thought of it
as a simple statistical survey. However, the questions asked of minority people can
be uncomfortable to the younger generations who have mingled into the majority
culture.
Teul of Taekwondo:
In a taxi in Almaty, Sasha mentioned that he found “Teul” of Taekwondo and
wanted to put it in our book as a mnemonic. As I told Sasha that Korean Taekwondo
now teaches “Poomsae” as a set of forms, I started wondering what “Teul” is in
Taekwondo. We stopped by an Internet café and found that “Teuls” were the basic
set of movements in early Taekwondo organized by Choi Hong Hi, the founder
kings, generals, and political leaders. We decided to include this early concept of
Taekwondo as a historical documentation in the archive section of our book. The
remembered in the form of a marshal art as it becomes more popular.
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{2012. 12.

2013. 1.

2013. 7. 22.
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6. After the Show
I started this project with a mind of an excavator but at this point I cannot help
feeling that the exhibition just seemed like a noble play. Although we said it was a
starting point, we didn’t even unfold one third of what we had in mind.
{2013. 5. 25.

Kazakhstan.
Namsi (Koryo-mal dialect for naemsae which means smell in Korean) is a word that
the generations of Koryo people, who remember Koryo-mal (Korean dialect) and call
Korea the “motherland,” often use to describe their feelings.
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Excerpts from the written interview, “Artist as Cultural Researcher,” published in the
art magazine, Article issue #34, May 2014:

people were not very different from those of Korean young people. As Korean young
people in their twenties learn about the Japanese colonial time and the Korean War
by education, Korean-Kazakh young people hear their history of deportation as it
generation, the forced deportation happened almost 80 years ago and although it is
an unforgettable incident, it’s not a memory that they felt or experienced themselves.
same “globalized youth generation” although they share similar concerns about
the present and the future. The identity of a minority group doesn’t disappear; it is
partly covered by others but still continues on.
…
The older generations’ opinions of the former Soviet Union was also different
from what I expected. There are now some conditions to be considered among
the countries that share a border with Russia, but there are people who miss the
Soviet time with their faith and belief in Socialism. There are also generations
who prioritize the status of a citizen of Kazakhstan. Of course there are individual
differences, but their lives and perspectives, which were not revealed on the
statistical data, sometimes astonish me. There were many incredible thinkers among
the older generation who participated in the future plans and space exploration.
…
In Korea, we forget that there are ethnic Koreans outside watching us. They don’t live
in the same land, but they still have their ethnic identity that they have preserved
or sometimes, they are labeled so by others. When we are in Korea, we compare our
nation with other countries, but they are looking at us with the connection of the
same ethnicity. There are people who believe the language maintains the identity of
an ethnic group, but even after the language is lost, they continue their attempts to
make connections to their ethnic roots through new media such as Internet.
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THE FUTURE IS COMING FROM ALL DIRECTIONS, exhibition view, Gallery175, Seoul, 2013
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